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Genetic Programming (GP) is becoming a leading area of computer science in which Europe has a
number of very active researchers which are now all gathered in the EvoGP working group. In this report
we describe the state of the art in GP technology, the role Europe has in advancing it and the activities
of the EvoGP working group. We indicate the likely benefits of this technology now and in the near future
and we make recommendations for future European research.

1 Introduction

Genetic Programming (GP) is a powerful set of techniques which allow the automatic production of
computer programs. As a field GP was founded by John Koza at the beginning of the 90’s, and has
grown exponentially since then [Koz92, Koz94, Koz98]. GP is inspired by Darwinian natural evolution,
and has been applied successfully to a large number of difficult problems, such as automatic design,
pattern recognition, robotic control, optimisation, financial trading and forecasting.

GP is a radically different method of developing software. In GP, the domain experts, instead of
trying to transfer their knowledge to computer scientists, can create applications by directly “training”
the genetic programs. This is done either by selecting the examples from which the algorithms must learn
and generalise, or by grading intermediate solutions. This process of non-mediated automatic knowledge
elicitation can dramatically reduce costs and development time while increasing the effectiveness of the
programs developed.

GP is based on a special kind of genetic algorithm in which the structures being optimised are variable-
size computer programs rather than inflexible fixed-length vectors of parameters. In GP programs are
typically expressed as parse trees, rather than as lines of code. For example, the simple expression
max(x * x, x + 3 * y) would be represented as
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The genetic operators used in GP, crossover and mutation, are specialised to act on such structures so
as to always produce valid (executable) offspring programs. For example, in its simplest form, crossover
works by replacing a subtree in one parent program with another randomly selected subtree taken from
another parent program.

The evolution in GP is guided by fitness functions which determine how well each evolved program
performs with respect to certain predefined criteria. In many cases the experts can provide a training
set of examples which indicate the output of the target program given a certain set of inputs. In those
cases the fitness function is simply a measure of the similarity between the outputs produced by the
program and those in the training set. In other cases this is impossible and much more complex and slow
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procedures are necessary to assess the quality of the programs in the population (e.g. in evolutionary
robotics, it may be necessary to run each program on a real robot, let the program control the robot for
a few minutes and then assess the quality of the resulting behaviour).

2 Genetic Programming

2.1 Taxonomy

In this section we give a classification of genetic programming. Selected research topics are described in
Sections 2.2 and an overview of applications of GP is given in Section 2.3.

1. Various changes to the representation of the programs to be evolved

• Reducing memory requirements and reducing runtime using directed acyclic graphs [Han94a,
Kei96]

• Linear rather than tree representations (Section 2.2.1)

• Representing programs with graphs (Section 2.2.1)

• Using trees to specify how to grow another structure (such as an artificial neural network
[Gru96], an electrical circuit [KBA+97] or simulations of flowering plants [Jac97])

• Including semantic information via type systems [Mon95]

• Incorporating state or database information within a genetic program (Section 2.2.2).

2. Investigation of better ways to assess program fitness (Section 2.2.3)

• Dynamic fitness such as [Tet96], LEF [GR97], RAT [TA97] and co-evolution [Sie94]

• Measures aimed at reducing the size of the evolved programs [IdS94, ZM96].

3. Measures to allow programs to be evolved from program modules and to simultaneously evolve the
modules

• Automatically defined functions (ADFs) [Koz94, KA95]

• Module Acquisition (MA/GliB) [Ang94] and

• Adaptive Representions through Learning (ARL) [RB96].

4. Search operators and algorithms such as

• Mutation [BFN96, Lan98]

• Context preserving crossover (SCPC/WCPC) [D’h94]

• One-point Crossover [PL97]

• Non genetic algorithm methods of searching the space of programs [SS97].

5. The adoption of advanced genetic algorithm techniques by genetic programming.

6. An increasing number of implementations, many of them in the public domain.

7. An increasing number of applications (Section 2.3).
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2.2 GP Research

2.2.1 Program Representation

In most genetic programming work the programs being evolved are represented using trees [Koz92].
However a number of alternative approaches use linear chromosomes. [Per94] uses a linear postfix
language and claims some advantages over the more standard tree approach. [Ban93] also uses a linear
approach but various operations convert this to a tree shaped program which is executed. However of
the linear chromosome approaches perhaps the most surprising and successful is [Nor94] in which the
representation is a small (up to 1000 bytes) machine code program. Enormous (more than thousand
fold) speed ups in comparison with LISP are claimed. Later work [NB95b] extended the system so that
it was fully Turing complete.

A radically different program representation is used in Parallel Distributed Genetic Programming
(PDGP) where program trees are replaced by directed graphs. As nodes within the graph have multiple
outputs, the intermediate results calculated by a node can be readily used in many other parts of the
program. It is this reuse which gives the technique its power. PDGP is a very flexible framework and
has been demonstrated evolving solutions for symbolic regression, parity and artificial ant problems and
evolving boolean logic networks, artificial neural networks, finite state automata, etc. [Pol96d, Pol96a,
Pol96b, Pol97].

In a system called PADO [Tel96], a new program representation was used to obtain parallel classifi-
cation programs for signals and images. In PADO programs are made up of several groups of programs
each group being used to recognise the instances of images of a given class. The group with the highest
output determines the output of PADO. The output of a group is a linear combination of the output of
the programs included in the group. Programs are represented as directed graphs in which arcs represent
possible flows of control and nodes perform actions and take decisions on which of the possible control
flows should be followed. Each node includes an action, a branching condition, and a stack.

2.2.2 Genetic Programming and State Information

Most computer programs make extensive use of storage, yet in almost all genetic programming examples,
each genetic program is a function of its inputs and almost all storage requirements are dealt with by the
framework used to support the genetic programs. [Lan98] is primarily concerned with extending genetic
programming to cover this important topic and provides an overview of GP with evolvable memory.

2.2.3 Parallel Execution and Evolvable Hardware

In common with GAs, the vast proportion of machine resources consumed by GP are used running the
fitness function to evaluate the population. Like GAs, GP parallelises easily and can readily take advan-
tage of a wide range of dedicated parallel processing architectures [TOD96, SS96, JP96, Ikr96, AK96,
OCPT96]. There is also interest in parallel execution using networks of workstations (e.g. using PVM)
and across the Internet using Java. Often GP (and GAs) are parallelised by splitting the population
so different parts of it are run on different CPUs. This also has the potential benefits associated with
using a demic population. GP may also be parallelised by execution of different fitness cases on different
computers.

There is also great interest in evolvable hardware (EHW) which promises considerable speed up in
fitness evaluation, either by parallel execution, by execution closer to the hardware or simply by providing
faster hardware.

2.3 GP Applications

2.3.1 Prediction and Classification

One application where GP is already making a contribution is that of generating models to automatically
fit data. It can be particularly appropriate where the available data are noisy and the underlying processes
are non-linear. Applications with both large and small data sets have been reported. Such models may
help explain the process, be used for prediction, to optimise the process or control it.
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The BioX system [BGMT95] has been used to model chemical engineering processes and river flows.
[WC97] models river flows based on rain fall measurements. On a very seasonal Australian river GP
provided a better model than a conventional modelling tool. [WHH+97] shows their GP system can
accurately model complex chemical engineering processes using only observed data. While more accurate
than a neural network they state “the main advantage ... is that it [GP] has automatically eliminated
irrelevant model inputs ... [and] offers a degree of parsimony not attainable using a neural network.”

[Han93] uses genetic programming to predict the shape of proteins. He was able to evolve programs
which, using the protein’s chemical composition, were able to predict whether each part of a protein
would have a particular geometric shape (an α-helix) or not. Genetic programming was able to do this
as well as the best of other techniques but all suffered from the fact that the structure depends upon
more than local composition. [Koz94] reports similar success on other protein geometry problems.

[Lon97] recasts the problem of detecting anomalies in streams of hundreds of thousands of events
generated by computer simulations, as the problem of inducing a formal grammar which describes most
events. The events it fails to match are then the interesting anomalies. [Lon97, page 452] states “The
algorithm itself has proved its worth to us in the areas of data-mining and the analysis of the results
from simulation”.

Andre has successfully used genetic programming in optical character recognition problems (OCR).
In [And94a] he combines genetic programming with a genetic algorithm to produce an OCR program
from scratch. In [And94b] he shows genetic programming can be used to maintain existing hand coded
programs. He shows genetic programming automatically enhancing an existing manually written OCR
program so that it can be used with an additional font. It is perhaps on routine maintenance problems,
such as this, that genetic programming will find most immediate commercial application.

2.3.2 Image and Signal Processing

[Tac93] describes the use of genetic programming to extract targets from low contrast noisy pictures.
Various (≈20) standard metrics are extracted from the image using standard techniques, which are then
processed by a genetic program to yield target details.

[Oak94] describes obtaining blood flow rates within human toes using laser Doppler measurements.
These measurements are both noisy and chaotic. He compares the effectiveness (at removing noise but
preserving the underlying signal) of special filters evolved by genetic programming and various standard
filters. He concludes that a combination of genetic programming and heuristics is the most effective.

[JMD94] was able to evolve 2D image processing programs to extract the location of peoples’ hands
from still silhouettes. They report these performed better than the best hand coded algorithms. [PC97]
evolves programs to improve the usefulness of 2D medical images while [EAS97] evolves digital signal
filters which provide channel equalisation to restore the original signal after it has been distorted by
noise and dispersion. [NB96] describes applications of GP to image and sound compression.

2.3.3 Design

[KBAK96] shows the automatic design of electrical circuits to meet onerous design requirements.
[NH94] have used genetic programming to evolve 3-D jet aircraft models. The determination of which

models are fitter is done manually. This work is similar to that in Section 2.3.6.

2.3.4 Trading

[AP94] used genetic programming to create strategies which have traded in simulated commodity and
futures markets (the double auction tournaments held by the Santa-Fe Institute, Arizona, USA). Their
automatically evolved strategies have proved superior to many hand-coded strategies. While [CY97] use
GP to model volatility in Japanese and New York stock markets and [OCPT96] model currency markets.

Other financial applications include direct marketing, credit card credit worthiness scoring, loan
application evaluation, data mining and customer retention modelling [Eib97].
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2.3.5 Autonomous Agents and Robotics

One the current active strands in robot research is the development of independent mobile robots which
are programmed to react to their environment rather than to follow a global plan [Bro91]. Until recently
robot controllers had been hand coded however Spencer has been able to use genetic programming to
automatically generate a control program enabling a simulated six legged robot to walk [Spe94]. [GQ96]
and [BNO97] have evolved control programs and run them on real robots using GP. While [LHL97]
evolve mobile robot controllers using GP and a simulator but demonstrate the controller running on the
physical robot.

[Han94b, HWSS95, Iba96, Qur96, RD94, LS96, ZKL96] have applied evolved autonomous agents
using genetic programming.

2.3.6 Artistic

There have been a number of uses of genetic programming, perhaps inspired by Dawkins’ biomorphs
[Daw86] or Karl Sims’ panspermia [Sim91], which generate patterns on a computer display. For example
[GH97] describes GP being used to make a short single character video. While Reynolds’ “boids”
technique [Rey92, Rey94b, Rey94a]. has been used as a basis for photo realistic imagery of bat swarms
in the films “Batman Returns” and “Cliffhanger” [Rey96].

[DFP+94] uses genetic programming to generate sounds and three dimensional shapes. Virtual reality
techniques are used to present these to the user. As in Section 2.3.3, there is an interactive fitness function,
with the user indicating a preference between the four objects presented to him. [SA94] have used GP to
automatically generate Jazz improvisations. (Examples of genetic music are available from the Internet,
e.g. via http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/˜wbl).

3 GP in Europe

In this section we review very briefly the main players in genetic programming within Europe. (To save
space we do not reiterate work already described in the previous section, more information is available
from the EvoGP members, often via the Internet, see Section 7 and Appendix A).

GP is still in its infancy and so it is not surprising that interest is centred on academic institutions,
however many of them have commercial partnerships and already some European firms are active in this
area, e.g. British Telecom [RM95], Daimler-Benz, Siemens, Voest-Alpine, Cap Volmac, and a number of
smaller firms and financial institutions. Such institutions often do not wish to publish their work due to
the sensitivity of GP results as this could affect their competitiveness.

3.1 Dortmund

The Computer Science Department at the University of Dortmund has been active in GP since 1993. It
has a wide range of interests including linear genomes (Section 2.2.1), theoretical issues [NB95a, NFB96]
and applications such as: function regression and model building, data compression [NB96], robotics
(Section 2.3.5), interactive evolution (user-in-the-loop approaches), combinatorial optimisation problems
and multi-agent systems. It is also investigating issues concerning self-organisation and novel forms of
computation such as molecular computation. The principal members of the group have recently published
the first GP text book [BNKF97].

3.2 Birmingham

Like the Dortmund group, the EEBIC group within Birmingham University has diverse interests and
international collaborative links. At present the major topics include the theoretical underpinnings of GP
[PL97, LP97a, Lan98, LP97b], novel representations and operators (Section 2.2.1), as well as applications
such as medical imaging [Pol96c] and scheduling [LT97].
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3.3 Scotland

Three Scottish universities, Napier, Edinburgh and Glasgow are very active in the GP field. For example
at Napier the fundamental scaling problems associated with solving complex problems are under investi-
gation [ABF97] as are issues concerning generating efficient programs from high level specifications, test
programs, etc. While Edinburgh has proposed improved methods of testing evolved programs [GR97]
and in Glasgow novel means of correcting distortion in radio frequency communications links have been
investigated [EAS97]. The University of Essex has also applied GP to Telecommunication Networks
[ASS97] and to the evolution of simple software agents.

3.4 Paris

There is an established tradition of evolutionary computation in general and GP in particular in France.
For example this is shown by the Evolution Artificielle series of conferences (1994 (Toulouse), 1995 (Brest)
and 1997 (Nimes)) and the pioneering work of Gruau at Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon on neural
nets and GP (Sections 2.1 and 2.3.5). Today the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris takes a lead GP role,
hosting the first European workshop on GP (Section 4.2) and EvoGP group’s WWW pages (Section 4.3).
The principal research activities include applying GP to modelling the mechanical properties of novel
engineering materials including improved means of fine tuning continuous coefficients [SSJ+96], reducing
the cost of fitness evaluation, automatically simplifying evolved programs and extending GP to graphs.
The AnimatLab at Ecole Normale Superieure is also active in the GP field.

3.5 Leiden

The GP group at Leiden has concentrated upon financial applications of GP such as, direct marketing,
credit card credit worthiness scoring, loan application evaluation, data mining and customer retention
modelling as well as theoretical aspects such as improved representations [Kei96, EEK+96, EEKS98].

3.6 Switzerland

The principal centres of GP work in Switzerland are ETH (Zurich), IDSIA (Lugano), Geneva and EPFL
(Lausanne). Topics include evolving compact programs [Bli96], improved search techniques and use of
GP with parallel computers [MST95].

3.7 Cork

In Ireland there has been work on using GP to automatically parallelise programs [RW97] as well as
investigations into the mechanics of GP populations [Rya94].

3.8 Italy

In Parma GP has been applied to making existing medical imaging techniques more effective and to
the evolution of cellular-automata-based pattern classifiers. In Naples as an approximate technique to
overcome intractable space and time difficulties associated with some mathematical analysis [FCC+97].
Work in Milan has concentrated on fitness functions [Tet96].

3.9 Brussels

The adaptive systems group at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) and the IRIDIA group at Université
Libre de Bruxelles have long been interested in evolutionary computation and are increasingly interested
in Genetic Programming particularly in data mining and autonomous robotics [DC97]. VUB is developing
a platform independent distributed implementation of GP written in Java. IRIDIA has been actively
involved with the American series of GP conferences [KDD+97].
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3.10 Elsewhere

GP research is also active in Vienna [BGS96], Berlin and Bulgaria [SN97].

4 EvoGP Working Group

Genetic Programming has been identified as one of the important recent innovations in Evolutionary
Computation. The objective of the EvoGP working group is to foster cooperation among research and
development teams in the information-based services, industries and academia throughout Europe.

In a first phase we intended to achieve the following:

• To form a working group representing all EvoNet members with an active interest in the area of
Genetic Programming and to establish communication channels (email list, web pages, meetings,
etc.) between the members of the group.

• To hold an international workshop on Genetic Programming, with invited speakers from the US and
Japan as well as from EvoNet nodes. The aims are to give European and non-European researchers
in the area of genetic programming as well as people from industry an opportunity to present their
latest research and discuss current developments and applications and also to maximally publicise
GP technology in Europe. This event will be the first workshop on Genetic Programming in Europe
and should serve as a seed for a possible European conference series on Genetic Programming.

• To write and circulate a report of the state of the art in the area of GP in Europe and the rest of
the world, including likely future directions and possible competitive and economic advantages.

In the following subsection the activities of EvoGP are briefly described.

4.1 Meetings Held

EvoGP members had two meetings in the Summer and one electronic meeting in Autumn 1997:

15 July 1997 This was the first (informal) meeting of the working group. It was held in Stanford (USA)
during the GP’97 conference. Eight members were present. Several activities were proposed, most
of which are now well under way. These included: the organisation of the first European workshop
on GP, the setting up of an email list, the preparation of Web pages dedicated to the activities of
the group and the preparations of this report. John Koza (chairman of GP’97) was contacted at
the conference and agreed to be an invited speaker for the workshop.

22 July 1997 This second informal meeting was held at Michigan State University (East Lansing, USA)
during the ICGA’97 conference. Five members were present. In this meeting we mainly discussed
the issues related to the organisation of the workshop. The organising committee was set up, the
programme committee was sketched, an (electronic) submission format was proposed (this was
later modified due to the availability of Springer Verlag to produce the proceedings in time for the
event), the site and approximate date of the workshop were also fixed.

5–7 November 1997 This was the first formal meeting of the group. It was held on the Internet using
electronic mail via the group’s mailing list (evogp@dcs.napier.ac.uk). More than 30 messages
where exchanged. All members of EvoGP were “present”, about two thirds voted and/or participated
to the discussion. The main topics for discussion in the meeting were this report, its structure and
contents and the EvoGP web pages.

4.2 Workshops Planned

The working group is organising an international workshop, EUROGP’98, the First European Workshop
on Genetic Programming, to be held in Paris, on 14–15 April, 1998.
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EUROGP’98 is the first event entirely devoted to Genetic Programming to be held in Europe. The
aims are to give European and non-European researchers in the area of genetic programming as well as
people from industry an opportunity to present their latest research and discuss current developments
and applications. The workshop will be held in conjunction with EVOROBOT’98, the first European
event on evolutionary robotics, organised by the EvoNet working group on Evolutionary Robotics.

The organising committee includes: Wolfgang Banzhaf, University of Dortmund and Riccardo Poli,
The University of Birmingham (program co-chairs), Terry Fogarty, Napier University (publication chair),
and Marc Schoenauer, Ecole Polytechnique (local chair). The workshop has an international programme
committee including not only the main GP experts in Europe but also several leading GP researchers from
around the world: Peter Angeline (USA), Hitoshi Iba (Japan), Una-May O’Reilly (USA), Byoung-Tak
Zhang (Korea). John Koza, the founder of GP, will give an invited speech. The workshop proceedings
will be published by Springer in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science series.

The workshop Web page is http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/www.EvoGP/EuroGP98.html . The
flyer of the workshop is shown in Appendix B.

4.3 Web Page Development

Web pages dedicated to the activities of the group have been set up at Ecole Polytechnique, France, at
URL http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/www.EvoGP/ thanks to the availability and work of Alain
Racine and Marc Schoenauer. One of the EvoGP Web pages is shown in Appendix B.

5 Future Role of GP in European Industry and Commerce

GP offers a radically different method of developing software in which the domain experts can play
a central role by controlling the process of iterative refinement of the programs being evolved. The
process of non-mediated automatic knowledge elicitation used in GP can dramatically reduce costs and
development time while increasing the effectiveness of the programs developed. An obvious drawback of
GP is the heavy computation load it involves. This is however less and less important as the performance
of computers is still doubling every 18 months and low cost parallel computers are now becoming available.
What is now considered computationally heavy in 5 years time will be considered perfectly acceptable.
Also as GP technology refines, the amount of computation required to solve complex program induction
tasks constantly decreases.

Indeed, GP is solving more and more complex problems every year. In many domains (e.g. in
electronic design) its performance is now superior to those of human experts.

So, we foresee that in the relatively near future a new generation of software tools based on GP for
the automatic design of programs will be available. These will provide new solutions to hard problems in
complex domains of high industrial and social relevance where standard methods provide unsatisfactory
results. GP will also provide quick and cheap solutions to program design problems in domains where the
reduced development times (e.g. in financial applications) and costs (e.g. in small and medium enterprises,
SMEs) is vital.

6 Recommendations

In the previous section we have highlighted the potential of GP which in many areas is ripe for exploitation
by European industry. To ensure that today’s GP technology is fully exploited by European Industry and
Commerce, the European Union should support financially GP dissemination and research in Europe.

Being such a new technology, GP has still a number of deficiencies and challenges that need to be
overcome. So, the EU should also fund fundamental research on GP to ensure that Europe remains a
key player in the development of this increasingly important technology.

In the following sections we make specific recommendations:
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6.1 Application Areas

As shown in Section 2.3, today’s GP technology can be used to produce innovative solutions in a number
of domains. Funding is required for pilot projects which will demonstrate the benefits of this technology
in commercial and industrial real-life environments. As with any new technology demonstration projects
are needed to convince managers (especially in SMEs) of GP’s effectiveness and financial viability before
they will adopted it.

Promising application areas include:

• Automatic engineering design (e.g. electronics, mechanical design)

• Financial forecasting

• Signal and image processing (e.g. in industrial inspection)

• Robotics

• Scheduling

• Medicine

6.2 Experimental and Theoretical Studies

Although GP has shown impressive performance on a variety of applications, it is obvious that this
technology will move forward rapidly and it is important that Europe remains at the forefront of it or
even has an edge over its Japanese and US competitors. EU funding will be necessary to ensure this.

The efficiency and effectiveness of GP depend on the power of its search operators, on the represen-
tations chosen, on the quality measures used to direct the search and on the details of the algorithm
used. Each of these components need to be studied and their strengths and limitations in terms of speed,
flexibility and scalability identified. This is a prerequisite to propose and demonstrate improved forms
of GP which overcome such limitations.

The way GP works is still only partially understood. In order to remove its inefficiencies and to
understand which problems it is most suitable to solve and how, more research is needed on the theory
of GP. The theory can suggest improvements in terms of representations, operators, fitness functions and
algorithms. Particularly promising areas include: theories of fitness measures and of genetic operators,
schema theories, probabilistic population models, and fitness landscapes.

The following challenges need to be addressed:

• How does GP search the space of possible solutions? What are the best mathematical tools to
study program spaces and the evolution of programs?

• What are the relationships between GP and other search algorithms?

• Can dynamic/adaptive fitness functions be fruitfully applied? Can representations and operators
be learnt over time?

• Can GP evolution be open-ended? Is there an intrinsic scalability problem in GP? What is its
nature?

• For which domains is GP the technology of choice? How can they be characterised? How can
domain knowledge be incorporated into GP?

• What are the optimum search operators and representations for any given domain of application?
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7 Conclusions

In this report we have summarised the state of the art in genetic programming and emphasised the
European contribution. From this it is clear that GP is progressing rapidly internationally and that at
present Europe is playing an important role (the members of the EvoGP working group have published
more than 70 papers on GP).

EvoGP has gathered together academics and industrial practitioners of GP to maximise the interchange
of ideas and the impact of this technology on industry and commerce. However, there is a serious risk
that Europe may fall behind in what is obviously a major technology for the future. Therefore, in
Section 6 we have made recommendations to ensure Europe remains at the forefront of this increasingly
important field.

Our principal recommendation is that the European Union should support financially GP pilot demon-
strations to convince SMEs to adopt this technology as well as experimental and theoretical studies to
ensure Europe remains at the forefront and has an edge over its competitors.

The EvoGP working group is available to serve as a convenient conduit between The Commission and
the European GP community.

More Information

In addition to the references at the end of this paper, there is a great deal of information on genetic
programming available on the Internet. The following Internet addresses may be useful; also many of
our members (Appendix A) have home pages. These can be found via the EvoGP home page.

Home page URL
EvoGP http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/www.EvoGP/

Email for all EvoGP members evogp@dcs.napier.ac.uk

EvoNet http://www.dcs.napier.ac.uk/evonet/Coordinator/evonet f.htm

GP bibliography, 1000+ entries http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/˜wbl/biblio/gp-bibliography.html

Search the GP bibliography http://liinwww.ira.uka.de/bibliography/Ai/genetic.programming.html
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A Members of EvoGP

Member Electronic Mail / World Wide Web
Wolfgang Banzhaf banzhaf@cs.uni-dortmund.de

http://ls11-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/people/banzhaf

Joachim Born born@dbag.bln.daimlerbenz.com
N/A

Markus Brameier brameier@ls11.informatik.uni-dortmund.de
http://ls11-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/people/brameier

Stefano Cagnoni cagnoni@ce.unipr.it
http://peggy.mt.unifi.it/cagnoni.html

Bastien Chopard chopard@cui.unige.ch
http://cuiwww.unige.ch/~chopard/

Gianni Degli Antoni gda@dsi.unimi.it
http://www.crema.unimi.it/struttura/docenti/degliantoni.html

Marco Dorigo mdorigo@ulb.ac.be
http://iridia.ulb.ac.be/dorigo/dorigo.html

Gusz Eiben gusz@wi.leidenuniv.nl
http://www.wi.leidenuniv.nl/home/gusz/index.html

Terence Fogarty t.fogarty@dcs.napier.ac.uk
http://www.dcs.napier.ac.uk/~tcf/

Christian Jacob jacob@informatik.uni-erlangen.de
http://www2.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/~jacob

Robert Keller keller@ls11.informatik.uni-dortmund.de
http://ls11-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/people/keller

Jerome Kodjabachian kodjaba@wotan.ens.fr
http://www.biologie.ens.fr/AnimatLab

Bill Langdon W.B.Langdon@cs.bham.ac.uk
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~wbl/

Tom Lenaerts tlenaert@vub.ac.be
http://dinf.vub.ac.be/asg/persons/tom.html

Frieder Lohnert lohnert@DBresearch-berlin.de
N/A

Bernard Manderick bernard@arti.vub.ac.be
http://dinf.vub.ac.be/asg/index.html

Jean-Arcady Meyer meyer@biologie.ens.fr
http://www.biologie.ens.fr/AnimatLab

Peter Nordin nordin@LS11.informatik.uni-dortmund.de
http://ls11-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/people/nordin/

Antonio Piccolboni piccolbo@dsi.unimi.it
http://eolo.usr.dsi.unimi.it/~piccolbo/

Riccardo Poli R.Poli@cs.bham.ac.uk
http://www,cs.bham.ac.uk/~rmp/

Alain Racine racineal@cmapx.polytechnique.fr
http://blanche.polytechnique.fr/users/www.racineal/racineal.html

Marc Schoenauer marc@cmapx.polytechnique.fr
http://blanche.polytechnique.fr/users/www.marc/marc.html

Michele Sebag Michele.Sebag@polytechnique.fr
http://blanche.polytechnique.fr/www.eeaax/michele/michele.html

Mark C. Sinclair mcs@essex.ac.uk
http://esewww.essex.ac.uk/~mcs

Andrea Tettamanzi tettaman@dsi.unimi.it
http://eolo.usr.dsi.unimi.it/~tettaman/

Blickle Tobias t.blickle@ids-scheer.de
http://www.ch.pgp.net/~blickle/index.html

Marco Tomassini marco.tomassini@di.epfl.ch
N/A

Hans-Michael Voigt voigt@gfai.FTA-Berlin.de
http://zarnow.gfai.de/hmv.htm
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